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Abstract 
The main purpose of this study was to construct a sought-on tourism innova-
tion & tourism marketing strategies which are essential tools for development 
of tourism industry for a particular tourism resource nation. This paper cen-
trally focused on Nepalese tourism development constraints discourse by 
emphasizing the context of innovation and marketing. The data were derived 
from multiple sources such as: field observation, review of multiple public 
sectors tourism institution’s policy and plan documents, questionnaire opin-
ion collected from domestic and international tourists and in-depth open-end 
interviews taken with influential tourism stakeholders. Even though there is 
not much that had been done to address the tourism innovativeness and 
marketing strategies from the academia and Government institutions in Ne-
pal, this paper aimed to figure out the major pitfall and illustrate the suitable 
recommendation towards drafting the strategies and policies that can facilitate 
overall Nepalese tourism development. The subject is essential to ensure sus-
tainable growth and to achieve the tourism national goal. Our study aimed to 
generalize the research gap by putting forward ITDM model which is the sum 
of idea generated from SOSTAC and Abernathy & Clark innovation model. 
ITDM was casted forward after analyzing and reviewing the applicability for 
Nepalese tourism development context. The highlighted finding of this research 
can conclude that: “There is collaboration dysfunctionality among key stake-
holders, disintegration of common goals within key stake holders, failure of 
high-level tourism council functionality, inadequate budget line, un-contextual 
vision lead mission, lack of skilled manpower, poor tourism infrastructures, 
aviation infra scarcity, low degree of ICT readiness, un-updated national 
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tourism policies, ignorance of triple helix correlation (GON, P.C, and Aca-
demia)”. These major constraints should be immediately addressed in order 
to achieve and yield tourism development national goal of Nepal. 
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Tourism Innovation, Marketing Strategies, Tourism Policy, ITDM, Nepal, 
SOSTAC, Abernathy & Clark Model 

 

1. Research Background 

It is estimated that 21st century’s global economy will be driven by major service 
industries also called “3T” (Tourism, Technology (ICT) and Telecommunica-
tion). Travel & Tourism generated US$8.272 trillion (10.4% of total global 
GDP), 1.6 trillion of total exports (7% of world exports1) and 313.221 million 
jobs (1 in 10 jobs) for the global economy in 2017. Tourism is a multidimen-
sional crucial development parameter of the world economy. Travel & Tourism 
impact on the economic, social-cultural, environment and political scenarios of 
the particular country [1]. This overall comprehensive impact demonstrates the 
necessity of establishing public policy to guide, direct, co-ordinate and control 
the development of tourism in-order to minimize the negative impact and 
maximize the benefits. According to [2], Tourism Policy refers to an overall high 
level plan that includes goal and procedures; policies are generally found in for-
mal statements such as laws and official documents and statements. Tourism 
policies are generally considered to be an area of nations overall economic pol-
icy, which is a public policy designed to achieve specific objectives relevant to 
tourism development of the country or region.  

Tourism policies also evolve from the survey and analysis of present tourism 
development patterns, infrastructures, innovativeness, marketing activities and 
tourist market etc. Tourism powerhouse Nations, for example member countries 
of European Union, USA, China and Japan give tremendous attention towards 
sustainable tourism, innovativeness and scientific marketing (promotion) pro-
grams thru their policies and statements of tourism ecosystems. There are num-
bers of literature and grounded research e.g. [3]-[13] centrally focused on the 
role of public sectors (government institutions) stimulating the tourism innova-
tion and lead the innovative marketing strategy which is unavoidable towards 
achieving tourism development national goal. The significance of Government 
involvement in tourism development, innovation and tourism marketing is irre-
placeable because the Public policies are the key to assist making decisions and 
enforcement to prestigious international organization including, WTO, UNWTO, 
EU, OECD, WB, ADB, BRICS, AIIB and ASEAN, also gradually putting their 
efforts towards tourism development and innovation agenda, emphasizing 

 

 

1https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284419876   
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impetus of tourism towards world, regional, national, societal and grassroots in-
dividual synergetic well-beingness. The fundamental catalyst of overall tourism 
development in 21st century can consider “tourism innovation and innovative 
Marketing”, and thru the proper utilization of these elements (i.e. innovation & 
innovative marketing), it can be the game changer for the tourism resource na-
tion economic rejuvenation. 

In tourism, public policies are related to co-ordination, planning, legislate, 
promotion, stimulation, allocate resources and solve the practical problems. 
Such policies are formalized for the development of plans, programs and agree-
ments. In terms of tourism, public policies are aimed at growth of national in-
come, generate employment, increase foreign exchange, ease for entrepreneur-
ships, tourists to different areas (diversified development) enable spaces for 
tourism [14]. In this stance [15] more broadly defines that “Public policies on 
tourism are responsible for planning, development and promotion, while tour-
ism marketing is responsible for attracting tourists to a destination, to develop 
new tourism products and services that meet tourists’ needs and satisfaction”. In 
the discourse of tourism marketing and innovation the government plays an 
important role along with private sector. Integrated actions and measures should 
be taken by both the public and the private sectors together in order to have 
common guidelines and strategies that meet the needs of both hosts and tourists 
[13]. More broadly natural and cultural resources, tourism marketing, innova-
tion, prices, quality, FDI, tourism policies and skilled human resources are the 
pillar elements of the tourism destination competitiveness; whereas the govern-
ment is the single authority which owns the legislative power to influence posi-
tively. The following info graph (Figure 1) of the UNWTO shows the impetus of 
public sectors (government) interconnection towards course of tourism. 
 

 
Figure 1. Interrelationship of tourism, academia and public institutions. Source: 
UNWTO. 
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1.1. Structure of the Article 

As a qualitative research paper, the core idea of this article is derived from earlier 
literatures noticeably from Abernathy & Clark innovation model and PR smith 
SOSTIC Model. To justify the papers validity, required contextual data was 
gathered by means of open-ended, face to face interviews with multiple Nepalese 
tourism stakeholders (Chairperson of TAAN, CEO NATTA, Mountaineering 
Association Official, NTB Officials, Tourism Ministry Official, Private tour op-
erators, tourists and political party youth leaders), reviewing of multiple legal 
documents of Nepalese tourism institutions, direct observation and reference 
from influential earlier literatures. This article also justifies the scope of tourism 
research interlinked with study of government policies study. It initially provides 
the background and importance of tourism for the tourism resource country, 
secondly, discusses the relationship of tourism and public policy, thirdly, it 
shows the panorama of Nepalese tourism discourse, and fourthly, it introduces 
the innovation and marketing importance for tourism development and presents 
the authors purposed model of tourism development contextual model applica-
ble for Nepal. Finally, outlined conclusion, remark, suggestion, research gap and 
future research direction are addressed as well. 

1.2. Justification of Tourism Development and Its Scope with  
Public Policy Study 

Tourism may appear an unlikely topic for public administration but it is in-
creasingly relevant to the public sectors. The role of the bureaucracy in tourism 
planning, implementation and monitoring can be critical in virtually all kinds of 
political systems [16]. Adjoining the earlier literature “Governments are facts in 
the modern world, it’s only the governments which hold the power to provide 
the political stability, security and the legal and financial framework, which is 
essential’s in tourism developments, hence tourism also one of the very impor-
tant discipline of public administration” [17]. Acknowledging the synergetic 
positive impacts of the national economy from the tourism industries many 
countries have been giving significant importance on tourism around the world 
(developing world to developed economy), significant number of regional and 
international organization has been formed and active on tourism industry’s fu-
ture marking e.g. UNWTO, WTTC, WTCF, European union tourism council 
and PATA etc. according to the UNWTO the largest organization of world tour-
ism there are one hundred fifty eight member countries, which also implies the 
necessities of the government administration and policies towards tourism. In 
general, tourism can define activity concerned with the temporary movement of 
people to destinations outside the places where they normally live and work, and 
activities during the stay at these destinations2. In other words, tourism is not 
only related with destination it also related with people movements which inte-

 

 

2http://www.tourismsociety.org/files/uploads/docs/Articles%20of%20Association%202017%20-%20c
urrent%20version.pdf. 
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gral part of government study. Tourism industry has experienced continued 
growth and deepening diversification to be become one of the fastest growing 
economic sectors in the world, as of today, tourism is the major economic tur-
bine in the world economy, tourism industry contributing world 10% GDP, one 
of every ten jobs, 1.4 trillion export sum (7% of world total exports) and 30% of 
services exports [18]. To capitalize the vitality of the tourism industry the gov-
ernment is the key factor, which can formulate, implement and regulate overall 
tourism ecosystem in desire path.  

Government involvement is arguably inevitable is any tourism development at 
national level, there is a paucity of studies focusing on public policies, innova-
tion and development focusing tourism industry [19]. Recent studies suggest 
that the effective operation of the tourism economy highly dependent on Gov-
ernment institutional arrangements [20]. Evidence shows that tourism has be-
come a very important and dynamic sector both in the world economy and par-
ticular in developing countries, its growth affects not only the activities directly 
linked to tourism but also other sectors; tourism is already an important sector 
in some developing countries and will become so for others. Developing coun-
tries have been fast growing in tourism industry terms in the world over the last 
decade. Tourism is one of the most important sectors in a large number of de-
veloping countries. Increases in economic growth, disposable income, creation 
of new employment, political stability, and fueled the significant growth of tour-
ism [21]. Contemporary tourism is a very complex phenomenon that affects 
millions of people around the world. Among them are consumers, deliverers of 
tourist products or simply residents of reception areas. All of these people inter-
act within the tourism ecosystem every day. In particular, the significance of 
tourism is emphasized in terms of importance to functioning of contemporary 
societies. Tourism is one of the largest sectors in global economy and in addition 
it is a specific designator of modern era to measure of quality of life. It is charac-
terized by numerous ties with many branches of social and economic life. Tour-
ism has a major influence on the use of space and character of infrastructure, 
boosts employment and regional development, and depicts strong ties with edu-
cation, culture and healthcare. At the same time, it’s heavily dependent on envi-
ronment quality, transport, security, new technologies etc. All of these factors 
mentioned above suggest that tourism (in the last several decades) is highly rec-
ognized by the government and is considered one of the major elements of pol-
icy carried out at various levels of management and administration [22]. As 
aforementioned literature the Government is a key stakeholder of conceptualize, 
formulate, development, implement, negotiate and regulate authority of the 
public and also private institution. Policies always a guideline for the overall de-
velopment activities of the entire economy cycle, Policies must be scientific and 
updated with world of scenarios subjective to context. Innovativeness and ap-
propriate marketing technique driven policies can attempt utmost of the tourism 
development goals [9].  

Why Nepal as Research Sample? 
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Nepal is the country which is unique on a number of levels, perhaps the most 
important being its sheer natural beauty, cultural diversity and religious shrine 
(Lumbini the birthplace of Lord Buddha, numbers of Hindus temple & pilgrim-
age sites). Country blessed with world’s highest mountain range; it containing 
eight of the world’s ten tallest mountains. Nepal is a magnet for the world’s most 
avid mountaineers, rock climbers, trekkers, and adventure seekers, owing to the 
immense vertical drop from its northern mountains to its southern plains con-
taining hotspot for climatic and biological diversity. Naturally, cultural array 
mirrors of geological and climatic varieties, e.g. Chitwan National Park a World 
Heritage Site, lays more than 500 species of birds, 50 spp. mammals and 55 spp. 
amphibians reptiles. Sagarmatha National Park Its lowest point is approximately 
2800 meters; is home to over 100 species of birds and provides universal scenic 
views of flora and fauna. Nepal’s biodiversity is not limited to land creatures. It 
is estimated that the country also has over 250 species of fishes in its vast river 
systems3. It also offers beautiful lakes, steep rivers and gorges, unique wildlife, 
historic monuments, impressive fine arts, significant religious sites and exotic 
cultures attracting a wide array of travelers for a variety of reasons [23]. Accord-
ing to the recent report and prestigious travel portal of the world Nepal is one 
the top 10 country which receipts 24.9 percentages of international tourists arri-
val growth4 also featured on Forbes news. Which is satisfactory indicator for the 
nation, however this figure relating of natural growth proxy of above mentioned 
blessed tourism resources. Government need take all measure serious and apply 
adequate policy and initiatives towards tourism development, which can be ob-
vious of game changer for Nepal i.e. policy and administration study are more 
significant in Nepalese tourism development context where almost most lack of 
evidence that high level academic research approach carried forward in this re-
gard. 

2. Review of Tourism Development Initiatives and  
Institutionalization in Nepal 

Tourism development has seen as dispersing geographically ever outwards from 
its origins in Britain and Western Europe, creating a series of “pleasure periph-
eries”, and spreading socially from the upper classes, down through the middle 
ranks and ultimately to the mass working classes [24]. By the span of time tour-
ism industry has spread the influence entire the world. Agents in this movement 
were social emulation, improvements in technology, awareness of education and 
accessible transportation. Nepal has been officially open for international tour-
ism since 1951 and tourism sector today is an important employer and source of 
foreign currency generator5. However, the organized maiden tourism develop-
ment planned initiative was taken place in only late 1972 A.D. along with draft-
ing first Tourism master plan for the country. The first tourism master plan 1972 

 

 

3http://ibn.gov.np/tourism. 
4https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/world-most-popular-destinations-2017/index.html. 
5http://cooperation.unwto.org/news/2014-05-27/national-tourism-strategy-plan-nepal. 
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was drafted with the help of Germen tourism experts. 
Nepal tourism master plan 1972 supplied the benchmark to access policy 

evaluation and project performance in tourism; conjunctive successive govern-
ment of Nepal has been highly priorities the tourism sectors development; such 
as in 1998 GoN ministry of tourism celebrated “VSIT NEPAL YEAR” in order to 
promote Nepal tourism destination among international community, and also to 
encourage domestic tourism culture. 2011 remarked Nepal’s tourism year, aim-
ing to promote and facilitate domestic and international tourism development. 
In-between there were noticeable historical tourism incidents recorded such as: 
in 1949 first foreigner Mr Bill came to Nepal for trekking, in 1950 first French 
summiteer team succeed Mount Annapurn (Fishtail), 1951 Nepal has been offi-
cially open for Foreign tourists and the same year first hotel opened in Kath-
mandu valley, in 1952 opening of first international hotel, in 1953 first Himala-
yan airways operated and Mr. Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay Sherpa 
summited Mt Everest, in 1965 first trekking company established and in 1967 
UN general secretary Mr U. Thant visited birth place of Buddha Lumbini, in 
1972 tourism masterplan drafted, in 1978 first tourism act endorsed, in 1992 
foreign aid and technology transferring act introduced, in 1993 aviation policy 
drafted, in 1995 first tourism policy endorsed, in 1996 civil aviation act endorsed 
also Nepal tourism board (NTB) act enforcement in the same year, in 2006 civil 
aviation policy and 2008 tourism policy of Nepal endorsed. Likewise formulation 
of tourism corporate association emerged in1966 HAN and NATTA, in 1972 
NATHM, in 1979 TAAN and 1989 NARA [12]. 

Ministry of tourism first came into the existence in 1978, in 1982 civil aviation 
was also merged into the ministry of tourism and it became the ministry of tour-
ism and civil aviation. In 2000, cultural sector was also integrated in the ministry 
and called ministry of culture, tourism and civil aviation (MoCTCA)6. Ministry 
of culture, Tourism and civil Aviation acting in policy level, Department of 
tourism assisting to MoCTCA and acting as regulator and implementor. Nepal 
tourism board (NTB) solely authorized for promotion, marketing and branding 
Nepalese tourism destination among home and international arena (acting as 
regulatory and implementing level). Tourism sectors parallelly priorities by 
newly formulated federal governments (7 states in Nepal) by formulating minis-
try of industry, tourism, forestry and environment as a prominent federal cabi-
net ministry7. 

Ministry of culture, tourism and civil aviation had lunched “TOURISM 
VISION 2020” in 2012. There are various tourism acts, policies, directives and 
rules are in legal effect such as tourism act 1978, the immigration act 1992, 
mountaineering expedition rules 2002, travel and trekking agency rule 2005, 
rafting rules 2006, hotel, lodge, restaurant, bar and tourist guide rule 1981, envi-
ronment protection act 2007, tourism policy 2008 and tourism vision 2020 in 

 

 

6http://tourism.gov.np/index.php. 
7http://moitfe.p3.gov.np/   
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2012. Most importantly newly promulgated “Constitution of Nepal 2015” as-
similated the tourism policy as one of the principal federal policy. Concurrent 
GoN declared 2020 as a “visit Nepal year once again from the cabinet decision 
with setup target of welcoming two million international tourists. In amidst of 
march 2018 MoCTCA has introduced and taken account 100 days action plan 
towards reviewing hampering tourism development policies and airport infra-
structures also upgrading only one running international airport (TIA) of Nepal. 
There exist few other initiatives which is forwarded by GON under the frame-
work of regional tourism co-operation and tourism infrastructure development 
project for example south Asian tourism infrastructure development project 
(SATIDP) between Nepal, India and Bangladesh which is primarily focused on 
developing sub-regional bilateral and multilateral tourism circuits8, whereas 
Nepal’s priorities should construct “Lord Buddha circuit”, which can be equally 
beneficial for the subcontinents as well as Tibetan plateau tourism develop-
ment. 

2.1. Conceptualize and Diagnosis of Nepalese Tourism  
Marketing Constraints 

According to the American Marketing association’s definition “Marketing is the 
activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, deliver-
ing, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, 
and society at large”. Marketing as a concept is evolving quickly and, interest-
ingly for tourism, there is a growing trend to conceptualize marketing based 
upon services rather than physical goods. There are many definitions of mar-
keting and they all focus around the need to identify and supply customer needs. 
Inevitably, definitions tend to reflect the prevailing thinking of the time. Many 
worldwide especially underdeveloped countries, in spite of possessing out-
standing tourism resources, have not been able to market them successfully.  

Developing a tourism marketing assessment provides a model for under-
standing the nature of their tourism product, their tourism competitive market 
position and resident needs and concerns. It will help determine how to allocate 
scare resources in order to achieve specific economic development objectives 
[25]. The term tourism promotion referred by defined term database “tourism 
promotion” means direct funding designated and spent solely for tourism, mar-
keting of tourism or initiatives that, as determined in consultation with the local 
tourism industry organizations, attract travelers to the locality and generate 
tourism revenues in the locality. The role of Government involvement in tour-
ism development and promotion always pays a vital role, as a public good, gov-
ernment’s tourism marketing plays an important role in promoting national 
tourism images and tourism destinations. Four main factors have significant ef-
fect on government’s tourism marketing, including motivation, market investi-
gation capacity, synergy capacity of external network, and environmental policy 

 

 

8http://satidpnepal.gov.np/index.php. 
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interventions [26]. However, promotion level of Nepalese tourist destinations is 
relatively low in terms of scientific and professional perspective, when compar-
ing to other tourism destination countries. Therefore, it becomes a key issue to 
strengthen the scientific guidance of the government in tourism destination 
marketing and enhance the public marketing performance. The future for tour-
ism marketing deems more exciting one, because of the technological and social 
changing phenomena are continually providing new opportunities and chal-
lenges. Therefore, the role of government institution dealing with tourism sec-
tors is very crucial. According to the [27] “Marketing is a subject of vital concern 
in travel and tourism because, in practical terms, it harnesses the power of mas-
sive commercial forces as well as government and regulatory influences” It is the 
principal management influence that can be used to shape the size and behavior 
of major growing global tourism market. Hence, we can generalize the termi-
nology “tourism Promotion” also the integrated part of “Tourism Marketing”.  

Rapid changes in the competitive environment in the tourism have forced 
tourism destination to provide higher quality services and added the value to 
travelers [13]. Every tourism resource country willing to attract larger number of 
tourists, however achieving the target of receive larger number of targeted tour-
ists inflows is a daunting task. Tourism marketing and promotion is the complex 
phenomena comparing with product marketing, it need a holistic approach to 
justify the weigh of service marketing. Tourism marketing has become a strategy 
developed by various National Government, cities and region it increased the 
competitiveness and attract the target Tourist group [28]. The phenomenon of 
the scientific tourism marketing by national institution has been common 
among developed countries, however less developed countries (e.g. Nepal) this is 
the quite new and more to achieve strategy. Recent year the technological tsu-
nami bursting across the tourism industry and it will have profound implica-
tions on the travel experiences according to the earlier research by [29] “tourism 
enterprises, distribution channels, governments, researchers and consumers are 
the key factors of Tourism market development”. He also stated that using of 
new information technology hold the power of fostering the global collabora-
tion, co-operation and strategic alliances with in the tourism industry along new 
tremendous marketing opportunities. 

3. Innovation in Tourism Industry Conceptualizing the  
Terminology with Tourism Literature 

General understanding innovation means technological improvements either the 
invention of advanced equipment’s; which is very limited and surficial under-
standing. As stated by [30] innovation did not equate to invention. [31] rede-
fined that inventions were connected with basic scientific or technological re-
search, while innovations were further developments of these, or just the appli-
cation of bright ideas. According to the [32] definition “Innovation is the gen-
eration, acceptance and implementation of new ideas, processes products or ser-
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vices”. Today’s global marketplace is characterized by profound social, economic 
and technological changes. Change is ubiquitous and pervasive and innovation 
facilities’ the process of adaption to many of these changes. Innovation plays a 
key role in nurturing the economy in enhancing and sustains high performance 
of each industry.  

Researchers in each different discipline conceptualize innovation differently 
and have quite different views of its impact on an industry’s productivity, 
growth and performance [33]. The study of innovation in services is still in its 
infancy seeing that the first studies only appeared in the late 1990s and it is dif-
ficult to find a robust theoretical framework for the study of innovation in this 
sector. It becomes even harder to find when applied to hospitality and tourism 
sector [34]. However, currently the topic “Tourism innovation” becomes the 
very hot topic for numerous researchers and Governments institutions. Today’s 
Global traditional economic transactions are being replacing by digitalization; 
with the help of great improvements in ICT’s. Tourism has being revolutionized 
by new technologies (internet bookings, online payments) and tourism has al-
ways been subjected to changes, reflecting shifts in taste and preferences, tech-
nologies and politico-economic conditions [35]. Most of the case literature re-
vealed that the innovation and new trend on tourism derived from developed 
countries; third world countries tourism policymakers should encourage tech-
nology transfer and grab the new trend and innovation in-order to promote 
tourism industry. The use of online (internet) travel research and booking tools, 
paired with continued supply growth is opening new opportunities, almost two 
third of leisure travelers use online resources [36]. Hence the important of ICT 
on tourism industry is unavoidable tools for tourism development. Government 
should draft ICT friendly tourism policies that can help tourism Resources 
maximization in to the tourism markets thru out the innovation channel. 

At present, the role of innovation in tourism is becoming a major strategy to 
gain competitive advantage of particular tourism destination of the various 
tourism nations. More studies in this area are necessary as the role of National 
government in such a process is still not well understood and highly grounded. 
In the word of [37] role of National government is essential to promote and fa-
cilitate tourism innovation in order to stimulate various networks and collabora-
tion, so that collaboration with in the government, public private collaboration, 
collaboration with other peripheral industries and collaboration with in tourism 
industry operators. Innovation is the solution of the economic woes faced by 
developed and developing world across various industry sectors. The need of 
innovativeness has almost become a precondition for the survival, sustainability 
and future growth of modern industries including tourism [38]. It is very clear 
that innovation and entrepreneurship provide value to advancement and quality 
of the international tourism industry, for the less developed countries adding 
tourism innovation is an opportunity to differentiate the tourism product mak-
ing it more competitive and increasing socio-economic gain at grassroots level 
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[7]. We can conclude that tourism innovation not refers to radical invention it is 
the incremental improvement of activities within the whole tourism ecosystem; 
which can reduce the cost and meet the real needs of travelers more conven-
iently. 

4. Implacability of SOSTIC and Abernathy & Clark  
Innovation Model: Nepalese Tourism Development  
Prospective 

As aforementioned the Government of Nepal has been recognized tourism sec-
tor is one of the key industry with vast potentiality aiming to be the game 
changer of Nepalese sluggish Economy. In another hand GON had been engaged 
drafting tourism policies and programs since 1972. Currently there exist multi-
ple institutional arrangement, e.g. Ministry of culture, Tourism and civil Avia-
tion as policy and long-term strategies formation body, Department of tourism 
(DT) and Nepal Tourism Board (NTB), government regional tourism offices, 
newly formed federal tourism ministry as a regulatory, promotion and imple-
mentation body. However, the overall Nepalese Tourism development is lag- 
behind the viability. in-order to maximizing the tourism yield from the reserve 
possibilities of Nepalese Tourism resources, this paper aimed to scientifically ex-
plore & analyze tourism development, innovation and marketing practice as well 
as tourism polices drawbacks. To respond the current constraint of Nepalese 
tourism development and marketing planning very prestigious the SOSTAC 
marketing model deemed to very practical in order to capitalize the abundant 
tourism potentiality of Nepal. The SOSTAC marketing model was introduced 
by PR Smith in 1990, is a popular and widely used model for marketing commu-
nication and strategic planning. This model is impetus usefulness either overall 
marketing strategic setting or digital marketing strategy buildup, whereas the 
SOSTAC stands for situation analysis, objectives setting, strategy buildup, tactics 
finding, action plan and control mechanism respectively [39]. This article cen-
trally advocating the involvements of the Government institutions especially 
Nepalese case, the government solely can’t go for business as a private sector but 
government policy makers need to aware overall SOSTAC marketing commu-
nication strategy elements during their policy draft and promotional budgeting 
and implementing process. 

As shown in Figure 2, SOSTAC diagram Nepalese tourism accountable au-
thorities for promotional and marketing agents (NTB Nepalese Tourism Mar-
keting and promotion agent) need to adopt scientific analysis and implementa-
tion of each elements of the model. There are many initiatives taken by Nepalese 
tourism development institutions (public and private), however there is always 
weak presentation of clear mission and vision, surficial analysis of situation, which 
is fundamental goal of success. This research also revealed from the key inter-
viewee and document reviewed that there is unclarity of the objective formulation 
via tourism authorities such as core direction towards SMART and innovative.  
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Figure 2. SOSTACModel. Source (PR Smith, 2005). 

 
Traditional marketing and promotional strategy need to be replacing with scien-
tifically approved and updated strategies such as introducing Nepalese contextual 
business model, segmentation of tourism market and priorities high yield target 
sources. likewise tactics should flexible with strategy and scientific, there is bitter 
truth in Nepalese tourism development major concern by respondents was ac-
tion and control mechanism; lack of co-ordination between the major stake 
holders among internal and external tourism players, rigid assignment delivery 
accord to their personnel specialization, traditional and so called formality on 
control and tallying systems which is unavoidable for future planning and de-
velopment of Overall tourism development of Nepal. 

5. Abernathy and Clark Innovation Model’s Applicability for  
Nepalese Tourism 

Competitiveness depends to a large extent on innovation which can applicable in 
tourism also [40]. This portion of article focuses on the differences in innova-
tions implemented in the field of tourism industry in Nepal. innovation provide 
essential value to the advancement and quality of the international tourism in-
dustry, it is obvious that for less economic countries (LEDC) tourism innovation 
is an opportunity to differentiate the tourism product and making more com-
petitive with a little initiatives and strong implication via national government.  

21st century global economy underwent strong technological changes moving 
towards IT-based flexible structures [8]. Much more innovation introducing in 
service sectors however especially third world countries like Nepal always re-
main lack of the benefits of tourism (service) innovation, in-order to enlarge 
market share and tourism product development. It is very important for policy 
maker to introduce and facilities tourism innovation in every step of the tourism 
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development discourse to be successful in tourism development goal [9]. Aber-
nathy and Clark approach of innovation, scientifically transformed to the tour-
isms innovation by [41] based on Original [42] model explain that existing spe-
cific product or services innovations whether obsolete or entrenchment in the 
current time, in some cases old ideas and qualifications become outdated and 
need to be replaced, while other cases development of existing structures are 
more relevant. In short, this model illustrates four types of innovations: Regular, 
Niche, Revolutionary and Architectural innovations.  

As shown in Figure 3, the essence of Abernathy and Clark model is radical 
innovations can disrupt and make existing competence obsolete, incremental 
innovations conserve and entrench existing competences. The major four points 
of above presented matrix can be concluded in brief with applicability for Nep-
alese tourism as following. 

Regular innovation: regular innovation can help economies the existing tech-
nology and market. The scale of regular innovation adoption leads the dramati-
cal changes on advancing the existing quality, improving the tourism features 
and removing the bottlenecks. In the Nepalese tourism industry regular innova-
tiveness can acquired through Promoting new investments that raise productiv-
ity, Training proprietors and staff to operate more efficiently and Incremental 
raise of quality and standards. 

NICHE innovation: in tourism NICHE innovation refers to introducing new 
tourism product increments towards existing market and new markets segments 
as well. Countries like Nepal there are abundant possibility applying NICHE 
tourism products. The management must nurture quick footed capability to 
promote the entry of new entrepreneurs to exploit business opportunities, en-
courage tourism, firms to enter new marketing alliances and combine existing 
products in new ways in order to strive maximum profit. 

Architectural innovation: according to the http://provenmodels.com/ descrip-
tion the use of new concepts in technology to forge new market linkages forms 
the essence behind architectural innovation. New technology that departs from 
established systems of production and, in turn, opens up new linkages to mar-
kets and users, is characteristic of the creation of new industries as well as the 
reformation of old ones.  

Revolutionary innovation: Innovation of this sort defines the basic configura-
tion of product and process and establishes the technical and marketing agendas 
that will guide subsequent development. The policy makers of Nepalese tourism 
development need constantly scan the technological development on the tour-
ism ecosystem, create the new events and attractions that demand a reorganiza-
tion, redefining the physical or legal infrastructure in order to unmet the market 
needs. In a line this model highly beneficial for developing countries because of 
innovation deficits (radical change), so that at same time continually and care-
fully introduced incremental innovation (changes) which is very basic for Nep-
alese tourism industry development.  
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Figure 3. Abernathy and Clark Model. Source: tourism impeccability introduced by Hjalager 2013. 
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5.1. Purposed Forwarding Construction of Practical Model for  
Nepalese Tourism industry Development  

Many well-known and highly expertise theory some case cannot be consent and 
applicable for different political and geographical scenarios. After discussing 
above presented two prestigious models and in addition of gathered information 
from this research, I’d like to purposed forward following sketched generalized 
model for Nepalese tourism development which can be consider very practical 
and contextual for Nepalese tourism industry scenario. As shown in Figure 4. 
The terminology of my sketched model phase-I shows IPO (input, process and 
output) model with appendage of Evaluation in every steps of the tourism de-
velopment discourse. As a inputs policy should be daft with clear mission and 
smart vision, as a process innovative actions need taken towards implementing 
activities, output should tallying with expected outcome and regular evaluation 
need in every steps. Evaluation must be flexible and contextual so that can 
amend in time and switching to another better alternative. 

Phase-II: amalgamation of innovation and marketing is the core idea of the 
phase two. Whereas left hand side innovation refers to tourism product innova-
tion, process innovation, tourism institutions innovation and tourism marketing  

 

 
Figure 4. Integrated Innovative Tourism Development Model for developing country (ITDM). Source: Author own work. 
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innovation. For the Nepalese tourism (most of developing countries) develop-
ment context the fundamental hindrance is deficits of budget line for introduc-
ing new technology, miss-management of available resources, weak tourism 
infrastructure and improper tourism marketing techniques. Taking account 
these pitfalls of the tourism development innovation management should priori-
ties and implement Incremental, adjusted, Synergetic and Breakthrough (i.e. in-
cremental: regular increments, adjusted: flexible upon the situation, synergetic: 
applying the innovation which can have multiplier positive effects, Break-
through: create own technology which can be novel either modified) approach of 
steps respectively. 

In the right-hand side marketing refers to the integrated innovative marketing 
and promotion initiatives vis National government and its responsible institu-
tions. In this new century tourism destination marketing emerges as a key issue 
around world because of the high level of destination competition, there indeed 
a scientific and contextual marketing technique in order to enrich targeted tour-
ist generating region. Each sub point on my purposed model marketing model 
are equally significant for Nepalese tourism international enrich (i.e. most of 
developing nations) and marketing success. The access of digital market-
ing(e-tourism) is very limited and very basic in Nepalese tourism marketing 
practice, NTB mostly depend on traditional marketing tools (MICE, Brochure 
TV/Magazine advertisement etc.) with the help of advanced ICT advancements 
tourist precipitant country should have more focus on e-tourism and e-tourism 
marketing. Because the international tourists have more approaches with digital 
communication channel rather than traditional means. internal and external 
mutual collaborative marketing technique create high level of communication 
dispersion towards target audience, peripheral marketing strategies are equally 
impetus for domestic and international tourism development, for the Nepalese 
tourism there is vast potentially because Nepal proximity with world largest 
tourist generation countries China and India. Marketing policy should be seg-
mented with the demand of different tourist generation clusters. At the same 
time, traditional technique of marketing is also valid for domestic tourism de-
velopment in the case of developing countries. 

6. Finding, Conclusion and Recommendations 

Tourism development discourse is critical and multifaceted that requires an in-
terdisciplinary and integrated approach, which must be supplemented by con-
tinuous and systematic research in to all aspects of tourism. Fundamentally, 
“Innovation and Marketing” are the two key factors for tourism success in the 
21st century [43] [44] [45]. For a developing nation, it is a daunting task to make 
a new technology or upgrade an existing technology because of deficits of fi-
nance and lack of skilled manpower [45]. The small scale of incremental innova-
tion and readiness of transferring innovative marketing technology can lead to a 
big positive change on tourism development for developing countries. Nepal is a 
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true symbol for the high competitive and diversified tourism destination of the 
world for adventure seekers. The outreach and gross receipts for the tourism 
industry in Nepal are negligible in spite of the high potentiality of high-end 
tourism yield. Taking reference from [46] matrix contents and applied for Nep-
alese tourism industry development the major findings are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 presented Nepalese tourism developmental major constraints results 
(finding) of this research work provided strong evidence that Nepalese tourism 
development discourse seeks multiple integrated assignments in order to yield 
from tourism sectors, improved and competitive tourism industry equally im-
petus for overall Nepalese economy rejuvenation. Hence, there is a necessity of 
policies and actions, ambidexterity towards branding, marketing, innovation, 
focused programs, improvement of business investment, human resource de-
velopment, infrastructures development, improvement of tourism quality, re-
forms of institutional set-up & management, conservation of cultural heritage 
and zero carbon target [47]. This research equally vows that there is miserable 
situation of ground transportations and aviation infrastructures in Nepal [48]. 

Based on this research finding, we like to suggest that: policies towards 
mountaineering and adventurous tourism should upgrade and regulate effec-
tively, innovate the tourism attraction, amenities, accessibility and pricing, at the 
same time digitize the promotional techniques (ICT-focused), activate tourism 
council towards functionality, redefine FDI on tourism enterprises, update and 
implement advanced tourism technologies, encourage skill development and 
provide incentives towards tourism business for youths, increase the channels of 
co-operation and collaboration mode of tourism promotion campaign, facilitate 
the tourism research and measure the result with better implementation, “em-
phasize the e-WOM (online world of Mouth) platforms which is psychologically 
important for Place attachments” [49], introduce novel seeking adventurous 
niche destination, encourage collaboration with multinational tour operators, 
(big size OTA, TMC, DMC, MICE, car-sharing and NTO’s), regularize organiz-
ing international events, upgrade modern looking multilingual website, promote 
and facilitate online booking and payment, take advantage of Search Engine Op-
timization (SEO), promote natural healing tourism, pay more focus on INDO- 
CHINA+ASEAN tourism resource market, extend marketing activities in to 
more geographic potential source market, support aviation modernization and 
route development, target high performing client segments, improve quality 
(QAS), expand commercial and G2G partnership and strategic partnership, uni-
fied strategic priority should have carried forward along industry, government 
body and corporate partners, stimulate the investment on tourism sectors by 
commercial banks, improving and expanding the connectivity and destination 
infrastructures, uplift the public private partnership with community involve-
ment, prioritized tourists security and safety measures and perseveres of natural, 
cultural and heritage, improve dissemination of tourism information, encourage 
domestic tourism by means of incentives, improving reception facilities, ease 
and waive the acquisition of visa policy and enriching the tourist content of the  
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Table 1. Research Findings. 

Cost Factors 

Absent of tax relief and incentive soft loan system for tourism  
entrepreneurs and startups. 
Lack of venture capital provision. 
Unscientific random pricing system of tourism product and  
services. 
High rate of inflation 
Minimum benefits (wages) for tourism industry labor force that lead 
hampering sustainability and high rate of labor turnover. 
High cost of Basic tourism Infrastructures because of  
geographical situation. 
Unaware towards implementation of e-tourism distribution  
which lead monetary and time cost for customers (tourists). 
Expensive all means of tourist transportation. 
Countries-wise dual model of pricing policy (tickets, royalties)  
imposition for tourists which lead cost discrimination. 
Costing with VAT and addition in service charges on tourists  
dining Menu. 

Knowledge Factors 

Inadequate Research and Development Culture among public  
and corporate sectors. 
Unawareness of tourism innovation concept and unwillingness of  
application of available tourism innovation (tourism stakeholders). 
Lack of high skilled human power and insufficient training and  
skilled development opportunities. 
insufficiency of Tourism and hospitality higher education institu-
tions9Academic and vocational). 
Ignorance of triple helix co-relation towards tourism industries  
integrated knowledge generation (government, corporate  
and academia Collab). 
Lack of information of innovative technology available for TSMEs. 
(tourism small and medium size enterprises) 
Maximum dependency on foreign expert and INGO’s to conduct 
mountaineering and adventurous tourism research. 
Lack of willingness towards tourism knowledge transferand deficits of 
infrastructural mechanism for knowledge -transferring. 
Main Strems universities negligible efforts on creating tourism  
research and publication. 
Absence of advance and Nepalese tourism environment contextual 
tourism curricular of limited existed tourisms academy and research 
centers. 
Public and private sectors ignorance towards tourism products value 
create, value add, and value retention. 

Market Factors 

Unhealthy competition among tourism corporate sectors. 
Failure to build diversify Nepalese signature tourism BRAND. 
Relaying on traditional marketing and promotional practice. 
Weak provision towards community participation tourism market. 
Weakening quality products and service to compete international  
tourism market standard. 
High level of dependency on seasonal tourism. 
Lack of efforts taken from private sectors of alternative product, brand, 
market, innovation and digitalization… 
Inadequate knowledge towards regional and peripheral competitor’s 
tourism products and services. 
Maximum exploitation of existing tourism resources, unawareness of 
developing new tourism product line (far-western, midwestern and  
far-eastern region totally neglected). 
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Continued 

Market Factors 

Rigidness to build of adventurous niche destination, products  
and services for emerging tourism market. 
Ignorance towards advancements of DMO’s and NTO’s website  
as an effective marketing tool. 
Private sectors failures to make alliance and co-operation with  
international travel giant OTA, TMC, DMC and ride-hailing  
service providers. 
Inadequate promotional and sales mission carried out by NTB  
and tourism corporate sectors associations. 
Inadequate market segmentation, digitalize promotion, and 
cross-border tourism market cooperation. 

Intuitional Factors 

Authority ownership illusion between national, provincial and local. 
Layers of Government’s. 
Weak of implementation of Tourism policies and strategic plans. 
Reoccurrence of corruption allegation cases especially GoN’s high  
level aviation leadership and authorities. 
Lack of unified solidarity between main stream political parties and 
influential intuitions towards tourism long term development plans. 
Unnecessary taxation and royalty’s imposition by layers of government. 
Dysfunctionality of high level tourism council. 
Lack of speedy co-ordinations between Tourism ministry  
(MoCTCA) and other responsive ministries. 
Traditional immigration clearance rules and visa issuance  
systems. 
Co-ordination and egoistic problems between major  
private sector tourism organizations. 
Weak management and fund mobilization for reconstruction of  
collapsed monuments from earthquake 2015. 
Unfavorable taxation policies and procedures  
upon tourism sectors. 
Vague federal governments tourism initialization  
and management. 

Policy Factors 

Unnecessary lengthy and complicated rules for Tourism FDI.  
(limited tourism sectors opened for foreign nationals) 
Controlled FDI on tourism industry limited on hotel and  
casino business. 
Major deadlock towards periodic evaluation and investigation  
of strategic plan & policies. 
Ignorance of gender gap issues among major tourism policies,  
directives, acts and rules. 
Lack of coherence between changing market need and  
distribution channel while draft policies. 
Insufficient mobilizing strategies towards overseas diplomatic  
missions for tourism promotion. 
Very weak aviation security standard and policies  
implementation mechanisms that lead to frequent crashes. 
Limited and restricted night hour tourism business policies. 
Outdated tourism policies for innovativeness and changing  
world tourism ecosystems 
Contradicting and overlapping relation towards tourism  
ministry’s and sub-ordinate government institutions  
tourism policies. 
Policy gap to deal Unnecessary political party wise labor  
organizations with in tourism sectors. 
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Continued 

Other Factors 

Ignorance of tourism sustainability approach. 
Lack of tourism satellite accounts. 
weak tourism infrastructures. 
Major deficit of advanced aviation service and international airports. 
Insufficiency of National Flag carrier aircrafts, limited air route (zero 
long-haul) and international easy access for national flag carrier (NA). 
Insufficient relief and rescue mechanism in risk and disasters. 
Insufficient tourist police and security arrangements for international 
tourists. 
Ignorance the role of Nepalese diaspora to promote Nepalese tourism. 
Relaying on cash-based transactions, lack of infrastructures for digital 
payments for international tourists (especially based on Chinese tourists 
respond) 
Lack of integrated tourist information center (traditional as well as 
digital) 
Inadequate evaluation and monitoring mechanism, policies and rules 
only beautifully articulate on the paper. 
Over politicization towards major tourism development committees and 
tourism development trust. 
Lack of initiatives to attract high value tourists segment. 

 
global influential media, promoting tourism investment fund, establish NTB’s 
overseas offices and nominate marketing representatives in various parts of the 
world, encourage Nepalese diaspora for tourism contribution, host trip for in-
ternational celebrities, implement tourism satellite system, being alert on imme-
diate update and renewal available tourism infrastructures. Nepal planning 
commission should draft and prioritize long-term tourism infrastructures, bring 
the incentives towards attracting offseason tourists, well management of Nepal 
national flag carrier, policy should prioritize the night-hour tourism, e.g. especial 
tourism zone 24/7 business hour with government full security, build the fast 
tract co-ordination mechanism of government tourism institution (nation-
al-regional-provincial-local level government) etc. in a line integrated tourism 
model, and policies, plan and actions should be directed towards sustainability, 
innovativeness and accessibility. The existence of big knowledge gap will lure the 
academia and research community towards high level of pragmatic and quantit-
ative research to solve the Nepalese tourism developmental constraints. 
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